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As we enter the second quarter of 2010, the
realisation that this is going to be a landmark
year is apparent. Going forward we are
looking at the change of seasons as well as a

Bearing in mind the tides of change, we are experiencing change within our own
Focus magazine. For the past 15 years Ronnie van der Merwe has worked on this
publication and transformed it from a mere newsletter to what is has become today:
a magazine that can be proudly displayed in our reception areas, where our visitors

read in future issues.
There has been a lot of praise and gratitude to all Foskorites for the accolades won
this year at the DEKRA awards. The message of zero tolerance when it comes to
safety on our sites is being heard loud and clear.
This issue of Focus sees Foskorites stepping up to the challenge during the annual

Rapid Wall project, are taking Foskor to the forefront of engineering genius.
Also in the spotlight is the second F21 half marathon in Richards Bay. With the
astounding success of the maiden race, we are definitely looking to bigger and
better this year. Our next issues bring you a more indepth look at the days events.
Phalaborwa enjoyed their career day which, by all accounts, was a phenomenal

success. Communicating to the communities through art and educating the youth about the importance of the wetlands has ensured
a busy time for them. They have also joined forces with the Limpopo government highlighting the importance of the environment.
Moving on to the sticky issue of our health and wellbeing, it's reassuring to know that help is on the way. We have some quick tips to
get you on the path to 'health heaven' and an article highlighting the importance of your kidneys and the early warning signs of
problems. We also take a look at the pros and cons of social networking., and how this everyday means of communication impacts on
our children. In the coming months we will have the ideal opportunity to showcase our country to the many visitors coming to our
shores in droves amid World Cup fever. Have a look and find out how we can all become 'good South Africans'. This is our chance to
shine. Well fellow Foskorites, I am looking forward to hearing from you all with any feedback and suggestions you may have. I hope
that you enjoy this read as much as I have done working on it. Until next time.
Cover Photograph: DEKRA AWARDS EVENING - WINNERS!
from left to right:(Top): Abby Ledwaba; Marius Porteus; Faizel van der Schyff; Adolf Delport; Sam Tladi;
Tony Orbin; Leon Carstens; Nathi Nkomzwayo (BOTTOM): Ronald Maile; Johan Horn; Alfred Pitse; Johan
Potgieter; Daniel Masete; Vukile Fada; Pranil Singh (Seated): Muhammad Ali
FOCUS is the monthly publication of FOSKOR (Pty) Ltd., Address: PO Box 2494, Halfway House, 1685
E-mail: jeaninea@foskor.co.za / 011 347 0619
Editor: Jeanine Arnold
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Message from the CEO

Hello Foskorites and
welcome back since we last
spoke in December. I trust
that we are all well rested and
have started the year afresh
and with renewed energy.
The much anticipated 2010
has arrived and I bid it a
hearty welcome. As the
excitement builds in preparation for the FIFA 2010
World Cup, we have seen the government build new
stadia, improve road networks and promote South
Africa as an attractive tourist destination. To fuel our
enthusiasm further, FIFA hosted the likes of David
Beckham, Charlize Theron and the Honourable Madiba
at the World Cup draw in December last year.
As much as 2010 brings the promise of increased
inward investment, celebrations and national pride, its
momentum flows from an exceptionally difficult year. In
2009, SA went into recession for the first time in 17
years. Foskor's rock and acid prices fell drastically,
while the rand strengthened against the US dollar,
meaning we earned less from exports.
At the start of 2009/10, Foskor's performance moved in
tandem with its peers and competitors. The sharp pull
back in commodities hurt our profits and like our
competitors, we started making losses. Demand for our
products also dropped significantly as our customers
across the globe battled to access credit as a result of
the financial and banking crisis that began in late 2007.
From about November 2009, the phosphate market
recovered. The rebound in commodities that began
towards the end of 2009 continued into 2010 and
brought about some optimism and renewed belief that
consumer and business sentiment has turned for the
better. Phosphoric acid and rock prices are rising
gradually and occasionally the rand weakens against
the dollar as it tracks the euro. Foskor's competitors only
suffered two consecutive quarters of losses before
turning new profits, while Foskor's loss-making
persisted.
The performance within the operating divisions to date
has been very disappointing. Production in Phalaborwa
and Richards Bay are projected to end FY2010 (April
2009 March 2010) 15% and 10% below budget
respectively. If Phalaborwa successfully produced the
2.55 million tons of phosphate rock concentrate and
Richards Bay processed the 690 000 tons of phosphoric
acid that the Board had requested us to do, Foskor's
projected earnings before interest and tax (EBIT) for
2009/10 could have been between R150 and R200
million.
This year, we are going to be very strict and we will be
monitoring actual tonnages produced; the production
cost per ton of output; and as always, safety, health,
environment and quality.

In Phalaborwa, the mining licences took much longer
than expected and delayed mining processes. We also
had problems with PMC and Extension 8's reliability.
The opening of the South Pyroxenite pit and as such, the
completion of PEP1a (the mine) has fixed some of the
setbacks although it is too late to make up the backlog
for this financial year. Furthermore, PEP1b (the
conveyor) will be completed by April 2010, almost within
its original timeframe and within the budget.
In Richards Bay the gradual year-to-year decline in
output has been attributed to a gap in managerial and
technical skills. The Acid division, supported by the
Human Capital and Corporate Affairs divisions, is
addressing the issue as a matter of urgency. With the
help of Coromandel, three engineers have been
recruited from India and four additional phosphoric acid
specialists will help supervise plant production in terms
of the technical assistance agreement. The onus is on
you to learn as much as you can from these industry
gurus, with as much discipline as possible. That failing,
non-performers will face the consequences of their
actions.
Foskor's Austerity Measures Team led by Percy
Mosweu will continue to scrutinise the divisions and
restrict unnecessary spending. Any expenditure greater
than 6% above last year's budget must be motivated.
We remain deeply indebted to the Austerity Measures
Team for its perseverance and diligence. As a result of
its dedicated efforts, we expect a small profit at EBIT
level in the financial year ending March 2010. Without
the team's assertive and active interference and
scrutinising of the divisions, Foskor would be making
severe losses and possibly be facing bankruptcy. I trust
that every Foskorite will support this team going forward
with the same commitment that we have seen over the
past eight months.
I believe in Foskor. I have always believed that we hire
strong, quality candidates who can compete on any
platform and make us proud. Like Bafana Bafana, our
culture is proudly South African. Foskor promotes
learning, growth and sharing. I am however concerned
about our relaxed attitude to discipline and operating
profitably. I know that if every Foskorite comes to work
with conviction and purpose every day and sees the
value they add to sustaining the company in the longterm, we can turn our weaknesses around into major
successes that we would want to brag about to all the
foreigners that will soon be here.
So please join me in my pledge to improve my personal
discipline, contribute to raising efficiency in the
workplace and meeting targets set by the board, while
behaving responsibly towards fellow colleagues and the
environment where we operate. Let us not lose sight of
the bigger vision in the World Cup euphoria.
Good luck Foskorites! Good luck Bafana Bafana! I
believe in you!

Alfred Pitse
CEO and President
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Gold Sustainability Shield for Foskor
By MUHAMMAD ALI SHREQ MANAGER
Foskor Richards Bay has yet again surpassed the industrial
arena in its drive to achieve Safety, Health, Radiation,
Environment and Quality (SHREQ) Systems success.
Following an external audit by Dekra, Foskor Richards Bay
has been recommended for re-certification in each of the
national and international standards, OHSAS-18001; ISO9001; ISO-14001and SANS-16001.
At the prestigious recent Dekra Awards function held at Sun
City, Foskor Richards Bay was awarded the Excellent
Achievement in SHE Systems, as well as the most
prestigious award by Dekra the Gold Sustainability Shield
for OHSAS-18001; SHE Shield; ISO-14001; ISO-9001;
SANS-16001; Corporate Governance and Social
Responsibility.
“This is an outstanding achievement and I am personally
proud to be a part of this historic event which I gladly
accepted on behalf of all Foskorites,” said Johan Potgieter,
Vice President Acid Division. Only three companies have
been awarded this coveted achievement within South Africa,
one being our sister site Phalaborwa.

Johan Potgieter applauded Sister Helen Werner and all her
staff at Clinix and added: “It's really great knowing that a
company such as Foskor is backed up by such phenomenal
people who ensure the health and wellbeing of all
Foskorites alike.”
The Dekra auditors congratulated Foskor's management for
walking the extra mile in ensuring that the wellbeing of
Foskorites is of paramount importance. Comments from the
auditors included:
•“The SHREQ system within the company is well managed.”
•“No expense is spared to ensure that all are protected
within the high-risk chemical environment.”
•“We saw a lot of good things happening at Foskor the
continuous improvement is amazing”
•“I'm very happy and impressed with the improvements”,
•“We really commend Foskor's spirit, commitment and
continual improvement.”

The President and CEO of Foskor Alfred Pitse added: “Such
an achievement doesn't just happen, it's the culmination of
many hours of hard work, commitment, team effort and
attention to detail, hence it is with great admiration that I
salute every single one of you for securing our place in the
hall of fame.”
The “honour and prestige that was bestowed upon Foskor”
on the day of the Dekra awards was far greater than the
glamorous function itself.
Johan Potgieter further stated: “With ISO-9001, as a
company, we have demonstrated to our customers our
commitment to guaranteeing a quality product. With ISO14001 we prove, firstly to ourselves and secondly to the
community, that we care for the environment that we live in
and that we are committed to improving the quality of life of
our children.

Alfred Pitse, Dekra Representative Marius Porteus and Dekra
Representative
and Johan Potgieter

With OHSAS-18001 we practice what we preach in creating
a safe working environment. And with SANS-“16001 HIV/
Aids Management System we ensure that our people are
helped and cared for to improve their standard of living.
Safety,
Health, Radiation, Environment, and Quality (SHREQ) is a
way of life to all Foskorites, which is evident with our audited
result of >95%. This makes us a “Golden” Five Shield
company. Well done Foskorites you are a “golden” group of
people!”
“It is undoubtedly the team effort and spirit that has brought
us to this cutting edge in SHREQ Management at Foskor
Richards Bay. Congratulations to everyone at the plant for
their dedication and support in achieving these milestones
as well as continuously striving to 'raise the bar on SHREQ
Management' for Foskor Richards Bay.”
Another scoop at the awards function was that of our health
care contractor CLINIX received a Five Shield Dekra award
and another for zero Injuries over a 12 month period.
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Johan Horn, Dekra Representative and Alfred Pitse

In conclusion, Johan Potgieter said “This coveted Five
Shield award signifies the best in SHREQ management. It is
evident that there is a sense of excitement, self motivation
and contentment within the organisation that will continue to
improve the current system that has been implemented.
Well done Foskor Richards Bay. You have earned the stage
that you so proudly smile from today. This will surely be
recorded as a highlight in our history. However, the BAR
has yet again been raised and remember “today's record is
tomorrow's standard”.

HAZMAT - Training in Richards Bay
In line with our zero tolerance policy on
safety, 12 Richard bay Foskorites
embarked on a four-day day intensive
course focusing on Hazardous Materials
First Responders Training - level training.
The course was facilitated by Mattraining
Solutions and Mornè Mommsen. The
proceeding began on a high note with an
action-packed DVD on explosions and
fires that are often triggered by hazardous
materials.
Out of the 12 delegates, 11 came from the
proto team and the safety department. The
twelfth delegate was Lucas Mpanza, a
Foskor radiation protection monitor,
Our 12 Foskorites rose to the challenge of
long taxing hours and intensive training
with vigour and determination. This
experience was not the usual technical,
restrictive and serious course - it included
elements of fun and important networking
opportunities.

Lucas Mpanza, Frikkie Els, Adriaan Cronje, Heinrich Nell, Clayton Hindle, Peppie Pepler,
Marita van der Merwe, Farhad Omar, Dawie Schutte from RBM, Sli Mchunu and
Vukile Madonsela.

The following phenomenal results were achieved by the top
ten attendees.

The teams send there sincere thanks for
the opportunity and really enjoyed the
experience.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Marita van der Merwe
Frikkie J Els
Vukile Madonsela
Sli Mchunu
Clayton Hindle
Heinrich Nell
Farad Omar
Adriaan Cronje
A.S “Peppie” Pepler
Lucas S Mpanza

96%
92%
88%
87%
87%
83%
83%
78%
75%
74%

Sulphuric acid C plant - keeps breaking records...
Sulphuric acid C plant keeps breaking records
It has been a very successful year for the C plant
sulphuric acid team. During the year they have
achieved two new significant records which they can
be very proud of. The first was a new record for
running the plant within the allowable SO2 emission
standard (<417ppm) for 485 consecutive days, with
the previous record being 167 days. This was
achieved on 11 September 2009.
The second record was a production record. The
performance of any sulphuric acid plant is measured
in terms of the amount of acid it can produce between
annual shutdowns. In the first few years after C plant
was commissioned, the plant could only achieve
between 400 000 to 500 000 tons of sulphuric acid. In
the financial year 2006/2007, they produced 622 459
tons, in the financial year 2007/2008, they produced
925 871 tons, which was the highest they ever
achieved. On 21 February 2010 they reached the
milestone of producing 1 500 000 tons of sulphuric
acid, with still five weeks to go in the financial year.
Currently they are sitting at 1 530 082 tons.

Setting new records like these is not something that
simply happens. It is due to the concerted efforts of all
role players and stakeholders that records of this
nature can be achieved. The team spirit, attitude,
learning culture and continuous improvement
philosophy that is prevalent within this team has
contributed immensely in making these records
possible.
Management takes this opportunity to congratulate
the sulphuric acid C plant team on these outstanding
achievements. May your records of today be your
worst performances of tomorrow!

“Sulphuric Team”
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Mini SHEQ

- Award Function

A mini SHEQ award function was held in
Phalaborwa on 18 March 2010 at the mine's
training hall. This function was held to recognise
Foskorites that have made a difference in the
workplace with respect to safety, health,
environment and quality.
Although the pomp and ceremony was absent at
this year's function, the core message was evident
as well as the spirit of all in attendance. The
speakers at the function included Johan Horn,

Marius Porteus, Coen van den Berg from Solidarity,
Moreme Mahlatsi NUMSA and Ronald Maile, the
full-time SHE representative.
All the speakers were unanimous in their
declaration of the importance of health and safety
within Foskor. Solidarity showed their special
support by presenting a pledge signed by all their
office bearers. All winners were acknowledged in
front of their fellow Foskorites and enthusiastically
accepted their prizes.

All the winners

Wizard of the year - H J Erasmus

Wizard Runner up of the Year - D E Maake
(Number 3)
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Solidarity gave Adolf a certificate

Health Division Trophy - Mining Department

Health Section Trophy - Clinix

Safety Division Trophy - CI Department

Health Individual Trophy - Doreen Dennison

Foskor Environment Trophy - Extension 8

Environment Section Trophy - Sasol

Quality Division Trophy - Technical Support

Quality Section Trophy - Instrumentation Workshop

Environment Individual Trophy - F Chauke

Quality Individual Trophy - Andre de Bruin

Special Awards - SHEQ Individual Trophy
- Dries du Toit

SHE Rep of the Year - F L Monyela

3 x Wizard Runner up of the year - S M Makhubedu
(Number 1)

Wizard Runner up of the year - N B Mokgalaka
(Number 2)
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F21 - 2010 - Bigger and Better!

When we embark on any CSI or sponsorship
programme, Foskor looks at the benefit to the
communities at large, employee participation and
lifestyle as well as brand awareness. The F21 half
marathon encompasses all of the above. This
embodiment, the success of the F21 brand and the
total prize purse which stands at R185 000, ensures
the continuation of the race.
The F21 half marathon is held independently in both
Phalaborwa and Richards Bay with 2010 being the
th
celebration of the 20 annual run for Phalaborwa. The
first Richards Bay race was held in 2009 and was a
phenomenal success. Each of these races brings a
unique culture, contributes to community awareness,
spirit and diversity, and is obviously a fantastic
challenge for the runners who participate.
To ensure maximum participation from our employees
and the surrounding communities, we have introduced
both a 5km and 10km development race.
The first of the 2010, F21 half marathon series kicks
off in Richard's Bay on Saturday, 17 April at the
Zululand Multi Sports Club. This leg of the series has
been nominated as the KwaZulu-Natal half marathon
championships for 2010. A real feather in the cap for
us Foskorites!
The Phalaborwa leg of the series takes place on
Saturday 24th July, starting from Namakgala and has
the full support of Limpopo Athletics.
The F21 half marathon has become one of South
Africa's most prominent road races on the athletics
FOCUS / APRIL 2010
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calendar and sees registration figures rising
dramatically year on year. Last year, the 2009 events
saw an impressive 2 115 runners competing.
These races attract both the professional and
seasonal runners, with athletes travelling from as far
afield as Swaziland, Mozambique, Zimbabwe and
Lesotho.
We are hoping that 2010 is the year that the 1997
record finishing time of 1:01:55, held by
Ezael Thlobo in the men's race, and the 1999
women's record of 1:12:19, held by
Elana Meyer, can be broken. There is an additional
amount of prize money on offer for each record
broken.
We challenge all Foskorites to register and take part
in the day's festivities. Because we want all
Foskorites to participate in this race, employees do
not have to qualify to enter!
Remember, you are never too young or too old to join
the race. Come along and enjoy the fun, even if you
aren't running on the day. You can always support the
runners, many of whom will not have family and
friends to cheer them on during these eventful days.

Still running after 16 years!
Pieter Searle, a Richards Bay Foskorite who works in
central maintenance and configuration, is one of the many
who will do Foskor proud by competing in the F21 half
th
marathon in Richards Bay on the 17 April, where he hopes
to break his 1H56 record for this race.
48 year old Pieter has been a Foskorite for the past 16
years. He is married to Leonora and they have two sons,
Adriaan and Rupert.
Pieter's love of running started at the tender age of 10 when
his interest was sparked by competing in track athletics for
his primary school. Since then, his passion for sport in
general, particularly running, has grown and forms 'part and
parcel' of his daily life. His running regime is often topped up
with walking and cycling.
He occasionally indulges himself
and has an alcoholic drink when
he needs “something to wash the
dust down on a rest day”. If you
spot Pieter training in or around
the Richards Bay or Empangeni
area, be sure to show him your
support by giving him a wave.
The highlight of Pieters running
career came about in 1999 when
he completed his first Comrades
Marathon. He has since gone on
to finish this race in a time of
10H25, a personal achievement
he is very proud of.

There will be no rest for this athlete because after the F21
is out of the way, he'll be back on the road to accomplish yet
another goal - In August this year he is determined to run
the Midlands 100 miler in less than 20 hours.
Pieter is happy to give beginners the benefit of his
experience and gives the following advice… “The Golden
rule for new athletes is to make sure that you have got the
correct training shoes and that you are medically and
physically okay for the training. Listen to your body and do
not fight against it when you hit the wall where you cannot
carry on with your training. Take a rest for a day or two. It
will only do you good. Lastly, do not be afraid to ask for
advice or help, I still do it today”.
His down time is spent playing with his remote control cars
as well as being a keen gardener.
Pieter, Foskor and your fellow Foskorites wish you every
success in the upcoming F21. Check in with Focus next
month to see how Pieter fared in this event.
In order to prepare himself for a big race, his training
consists of running an average of 80km per week, using
different training programs. Part of his training regime
includes making sure that he warms up properly before
starting out and then cooling down by correctly stretching to
minimize his risk of injury.
To ensure that his body is in optimal condition, in the run up
to race day, he amends his diet by cutting down on fatty
foods and eating lots of veggies and red meat with no fat.

The main contender…
Lindikhaya Mthangayi successfully won the Richards Bay
F21 in 2009. He is gearing up for the 2010 race and, with a
determination of steel, is looking for another win.

Lindikhaya, who is 31-years old, started running in school in
1994. He then joined running clubs in 2000. A decade on and
he is still pushing himself, mentally and physically, to succeed
in the sport that he loves. Although he did not really know his
father as he passed away when he was young, he has been
told that, like him, his father was a gifted runner. This is what
essentially inspired him to start running.
He has an immense pride for the small village of Mqanduli in
the Transkei where he was born and raised. He has since
relocated to Cape Town, but still returns to his place of birth for
training as he prefers the warmer climate.
Lindekhaya is single, but actively looking for that special lady to
come along. What quality is he looking for in the right person?
Someone who will support his running and has the same depth
of faith as he does will get his attention.
Even though the 21-kilometre race is his favourite to run, he
completed his first full marathon in February 2009 and claimed
16th place out of 2000 runners. A definite indication of a man
determined to challenge himself.
He is currently looking at qualifying for the Commonwealth
Games in Delhi, India in October this year. His long term goal is
to represent South Africa in the marathon at the 2012 Olympics.

Lindikhaya Mthangayi takes gold!

Lindikhaya maintains a healthy lifestyle which incorporates a
healthy eating plan, exercise and rest. The week before racing
his diet changes slightly whereby he eats a lot of pap, potatoes
and spinach.
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Women at Mining

advantages to be found from such support. There is
further impact from an educational standpoint, as well
as the social development and direction within the
chosen career path.
Pillar four Women's focus projects
The Women at Mining forum, hosted by Louise de
Jongh, was held in Phalaborwa on 12 March 2010.
Foskor thanks the delegates who took time out of their
busy schedule to attend. The core purpose of the
Women at Mining Forum is to identify and evaluate
relevant initiatives to all concerned. These initiatives are
then processed and forwarded for approval. Once
approved, they are implemented into Foskor's
Company Policy and Procedures Act. On a continuous
basis, the viability and sustainability of these initiatives
are monitored and evaluated. Depending on industry
trends, amendments are recommended and then
implemented.
An integral part of Women at Mining is the dissemination
of such information to members, coupled with ensuring
networking opportunities with both internal and external
stakeholders respectively.
The cornerstone of these initiatives lies within four
pillars :Pillar one Infrastructure
Historically, mining was a “man's game”. The integration
of women into the mines highlighted the restricted
facilities for females which had a direct impact on the
acceptance of their role within mining, as well as the
issue of equality.
Pillar two Skills development
To ensure the sustainability of women working within
mines, issues such as skills transfer and further
education are pertinent.

This pillar empowers women's awareness on issues
from health, wellness, abuse and general participation.
Hereunder are the key issues identified:
•
Awareness projects which include violence
against women, adopt a girl child programme,
chemicals within the workplace, etc.
•
WAM feedback sessions
•
Female cut PPE
•
Participation in charity golf day and F21
•
Mine tours
•
Day care facilities for shift workers. This
initiative has benefited all working within mines.
Johan Horn, VP for Mining in Phalaborwa, was on hand
to deliver the presentation. The core message
presented was about ensuring that the specific goals
become milestones. Johan said “Foskor's commitment
to the empowerment of women working within the mines
is unwavering and I am personally proud to be part of the
process.”
A word of thanks to members of the Women at Mining
steering committee for another successful forum:
Johan Horn Patron & Chairperson
Louise de Jongh representing management
Paul Moraka representing management
Annecke Breytenbach representing management
Fumani Mofokeng - representing NUM
Erica Gerber - representing Solidarity
Celia Swart & Doreen Dennison HRD & HR
Coordinators

The following have been recognised and addressed:
•
study assistance
•
e-learning
•
career guidance
•
diversity training
•
women succession project
Pillar three Skills retention
In today's corporate environment, there has been an
increase in recognising the value of mentoring as a key
part of the personal development process. There are
immense
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Back, form left: Johan Horn, Celia Swart, Erica Gerber, Annecke Breytenbach,
Fumani Mofokeng, Paul Moraka
Front: Louise de Jongh and Doreen Dennison.

The Vision & Mission of the Women at Mining Forum

Some piece of mind

Vision:

Taking into account the results of a survey conducted
during the Woman at Mining Forum, there is a dire need
for a 24-hour, on-site childcare facility for all Foskorites.
Taking all aspects of the requirements necessary to
implement this into consideration, we are currently in the
development stages.
This need is facilitated through parents not having
adequate care for their children while at work, especially
those who are shift workers. It is of paramount
importance to the company that all Foskorites have
piece of mind while they are at work, knowing their
children are safe, happy and stimulated.
At this stage the facility is unnamed. As this initiative is
for all Foskorites and their families, we would like your
participation in naming this facility. Please send all your
suggestions to Suzette Marnewick who is part of the
Public Relations team in Phalaborwa at
suzettem@foskor.co.za before Friday, May 28, 2010.
The Foskorite who sends through the selected name will
be eligible for a prize. We are looking forward to seeing
your suggestions.

Women at Mining in Foskor Phalaborwa Operations is
respected for their initiatives to identify, develop, promote,
support and encourage female empowerment in the
workplace.
Mission:
Women at Mining will continuously identify, develop,
promote, support and encourage women by enhancing the
participation and empowerment of females in the
Phalaborwa operations.

“When all is said and done, your body is this awesome, miraculous
vehicle, incredibly designed for doing whatever you’re supposed to
do with your life.”

Quote from “The Confident Woman”
by Majorie Hansen Shaevitz
Louise de Jongh

Foskor achieves level 5 BEE first time!
Foskor has achieved a BEE level 5 status in the first ever
BEE verification. Whilst striving to improve this grade,
acknowledgement is given for achieving this position first
time round. To achieve our goal at the next verification
(being that of a level 4), three scorecard elements are
paramount to achieving this. These are Preferential
Procurement, Enterprise Development and Corporate
Social Investment/Socio-Economic Development. Plans
are already underway to work on the proposed
improvements.
Foskor would like to thank the following executives for their
role during the verification: Khumbulani Cele for his
leadership and support; Sarah Luthuli, Malande Tonjeni,
Amagugu Khanyile and Shanilla Chuturgoon for their coordination and support. The Vice Presidents from Richards
Bay and Phalaborwa, Johan Potgieter and Johan Horn,
offered their support during the process and - this is highly
appreciated. A word of thanks also goes to all staff
members who assisted in putting together the required
information from the affected departments. We would also
like to say a big thank you to all the Foskorites who
participated in the interviews conducted by the verification
agency.
We look forward to the next verification when we WILL
achieve BEE level 4.

Sifiso Mncube - (BEE and SD Manager) in Richards Bay
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Richards Bay Projects - The Rapidwall Project by Dale Dixon.
“A relatively new building system Rapidwall which uses glass-reinforced preformed cellular panels, has
the potential to become a market-leading solution for developing nation housing needs and for
construction in seismically-active areas, according to the technology's Australian promoters.”

The Richards Bay Division of Foskor is
currently investigating the feasibility of
establishing a plant for the production of premanufactured wall panels from its gypsum
byproduct. A demonstration house will be
built and required tests by the SABS can be
performed so as the building techniques and
material can be registered as a recognized
building method.
The panels for the demonstration house, to
be built in Alton, have been made from
Foskor's gypsum at a gypsum manufacturing
plant in Australia and should reach our shore
around the 17th March 2010.
Project Owner, Dawid Zandberg and Project
Leader, Zach Enslin will be meeting with
Rapid Building Systems Managing Director,
Peter Zwaans. Mr. Zwaans will be visiting
Foskor Richards Bay from Australia, in April.
Rapidwall won the 2009 Global Gypsum

Dawid Zandberg, Project Owner and
Zach Enslin, Project Leader from
Projects

Rapid Wall Panel.

Product of the Year Award and was
recognized as a “Good Practice” by the
United Nations Habitat business awards for
sustainable urbanization.
The product is manufactured from gypsum
plaster mixed with reinforced glass-fibre
roving. It is a strong, yet lightweight, single
panel walling system eliminating the need for
timber or steel wall frames, bricks, blocks
and plasterboard linings. Rapidwall is
especially suitable for high speed
construction at a low cost, solving the
problems of providing housing to people in
poor conditions in the emerging economies
Natural gypsum or by-product, phospho
gypsum is taken and turned into a 12m x 3m
glass-fibre gypsum plaster, single panel, load
bearing walling system. 100% Recyclable
and water, rot and termite resistant Rapidwall
is the ideal building product for fire, cyclone
and earthquake prone regions as well as for
providing housing solutions.

Demo Rapid Wall House

Construction of House

Richards Bay welcomes Tanzanian markets

During March, Richards Bay welcomed visitors from
Tanzania. The purpose of their visit was to find out
more about requirements from a fertilizer factory, the
products produced, issues surrounding material
supply, environmental concerns, as well as potential
business opportunities. Dhireen Ramsaroop, one of
our environmental engineers kept them busy and
gave them a tour of the manufacturing plant.
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The visitors from left to right: Chilagire Mkango, Paul Rust,
Dhireen Ramsaroop, Daniel Nyattega, Kevin Green, Ian Barker

Hillside water usage
All process plants require water for various
applications during the different manufacturing stages.
Water is used mainly for cooling hot streams, to make
up for process, as lubricant for equipment and as
washing liquid for plants. It can further be used for
raising steam.
The phosphoric acid plants require water at a rate of
6.5 kilolitres/ Mt of P2O5 produced. This means that
the approximate amount of water required by
phosphoric acid plants is 15 000 kilolitres of water on
an average day. The water is supplied by the
municipality as clarified water. Foskor pays R1.34 per
kilolitre for the clarified water, which on an annual
basis becomes significant.
Since water is a precious commodity in South Africa,
Richards Bay started investigating different avenues
to conserve water. A brainstorming session with our
own Foskorite engineers resulted in an idea of sheer
brilliance.
In Richards Bay, industries pay the municipality to
dispose off their liquid effluents, These are sent
through a common pipeline out to sea. It was then
found that our neighbouring site, The Hillside
Aluminium Company, was spending huge amounts of
money in sending their own storm water out to sea
through a municipality pipeline as effluent water.
Discussions were initiated with Hillside to check the
viability of using their effluent water in our plants. It
was confirmed that their effluent water is almost a
perfect match with the makeup of the clarified water
supplied by the municipality to Foskor. When set
against Foskor's annual clarified water requirement of
approximately 4.8-million kilolitres for phosphoric acid
plants, around 14% could be supplied directly from
Hillside. The incentive of not paying for this water was
motivation enough to effectively advance with the
project.

Hillside water
Portable Water

Foskor
Battery
Limit

Clarified Water
To Filters

Clarified
Water
Pumps

Hillside water Tank
(inside Foskor)

Hillside
Storm water dam

Portable water
Pumps

To
Sulphuric Acid Plants
Phosphoric Acid Plants

Taking this initiative forward, Hillside, at their cost, laid
a pipe line from their storm water dam and installed a
tank on our site to receive their water within our
battery limit. The make up clarified water is routed
through the tank. Three pumps supply the mixed
clarified water, which successfully transfers from the
Hillside storm water dam directly to our plants.
This is a win-win situation as there is no cost to the
company, and Hillside still achieves massive disposal
savings, despite having carried the installation costs.

This scheme is not only advantageous for the two
industries but for the community too. Since Foskor is
now using the effluent from Hillside, the clarified water
Foskor was receiving from the municipality is now
available to the public. The UN recommendations are
that 50-litres of safe water are required by a single
person each day, and with this figure in mind, the
amount of water that Foskor is saving is enough to
supply water to 54 000 people every year.
This scheme has been in operation since October
2007. To date, approximately one million kilolitres of
water has been received directly from the Hillside
plant. The project has assisted Foskor in reducing
their water costs by an estimated R 1.34-million to
date. This year, we can expect about 700 000
kilolitres (max) of water from the Hillside plant.
The Process Engineering Group of the Technical
Services department were instrumental with their
initial communication and negotiation with the Hillside
plant. Both parties recognised the benefits from both
an environmental and financial standpoint.
Foskor appreciates all the effort put into this project
and thanks everyone for their spectacular
accomplishment. Special mention must be made to
Kurt Brinkhuis, Process Engineer, for his unwavering
faith in the project.
The scheme and the savings are shown in the
following diagram.
- K. Ramakrishnan
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Greening Limpopo
Foskor is singing the same environmental tune as the Limpopo government
The wellbeing of the environment is of
paramount importance to each and
every person living on this earth.
Often destruction is caused through
lack of understanding of the long term
consequences of certain behaviour.
Some of the behaviours include the
conflict between conservation and
development needs, unsustainable
biodiversity and the extensive use of
firewood as a means of energy.

Premier Cassel Mathale and Kgosikgulu KK Sekhukhune.

Foskor, together with the Limpopo government, has
committed itself to the resuscitation of the environment.
The specifics of this programme are to educate and
encourage Limpopo residents to improve their
surrounding environment. One of the core messages is
the importance of assisting in the reduction of global
warming by growing indigenous trees in and around
places of residence.

Mayor of Makhuduthamaga
Municipality Cllr
Queen Mkhabela.

One of the benefits of this project is
the potential to create necessary
employment, which in turn will
contribute to the Expanded Public
Works Programme (EPWP), by
boosting provincial job creation
figures.
The Premier of Limpopo Cassel
Mathale launched the 'Greening of
Limpopo' project at Jane Furse
Comprehensive School as well as at
the newly built Jane Furse Hospital,
where indigenous trees were planted.
All in attendance were thrilled to see
that the Premier was not afraid to get
his hands dirty and participated
heartily in the planting exercise.
The successful event was organised
by the Department of Public Works
under the leadership of the
honourable George Phadagi.

Wetlands Celebration
There was much excitement when the
learners were able to get down and dirty,
and with the aid of refuse bags and
gloves, they helped clean up the wetland.

On Friday 26 February, Foskor took on a
new community initiative at Humulani
Village in Lulekani. Together the learners,
teachers and surrounding community
celebrated their creativity and passion for
sustaining the environment.
The theme for this initiative was
“Caring for our wetlands: an answer to
climate change”.

Salma Sibiya opening the celebration

The first prize for each overall winner was a
digital camera, a set of binoculars each as
second prize and a birding book was
handed over as third prize.

This was introduced in the form of a
drawing competition. The brief was that
the drawings should depict the topic and
excellence would be rewarded with prizes
sponsored by Foskor.
During the course of the day, a
presentation was held on the importance
of the wetlands and water systems in
South Africa. Wetlands act as natural
filters, reducing the impact of extreme
weather conditions such as floods and
droughts.
The staff of SAECON and KNP then took
the learners to the river and informed them
about invertebrates being bio-indicators,
which indicate the health of the
environment.
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The prize giving ceremony was the highlight
of the day, with the judges having to make a
challenging decision. Finally, after gruelling
consultation, the winners were announced.
There were three winners from the primary
school and secondary school respectively.

Thabo from SAEON educating learners
on the health of our wetlands

Foskor would like to send their thanks and
gratitude to SAEON, Birdlife SA, The
Palabora Foundation and KNP for their
sincere efforts in ensuring this was a
memorable event.

A lucky learner with his prize

One of the drawings on display

Foskor career exhibition

At Foskor, we believe the future of our country
lies with the learners of today. With that in mind
one of the most important dates on our calendar
is Career Day. It is imperative that each of the
learners and parents attending are properly
informed of every opportunity, thus assisting
them in making a well informed decision when
choosing a career path.
On 10 March, Frans du Toit High School in
Phalaborwa hosted this event. There were 43
exhibitors showcasing their offerings that ranged
from bursaries, to study loans, to various facilities
as well as study and work experience required by
the various institutions involved.

left to right: Zizo Mgijima, Fundiswa Dlangalala, Abram Sebashe,
Patrick Makeke
Back row left to right: Celia Swart, Shawn Paulse, Tinyiko Mabasa,
Albert Seegers

The commitment and enthusiasm of each and
every exhibitor, and their passion to empower the
future of the learners in our country, ensured that
this career day was an undeniable success.
Thanks to all the institutions and companies that
ensured this success.
The information evening was attended by both
the learners and their parents. Part of the
evening showcased presentations from Exxaro
Coal Mine, SAOU and Foskor.

The conclusion of the evening saw the audience
interacting with the presenters, which allowed
questions to be answered on a one-on-one basis.
Each year a certificate is awarded for the best
career exhibition of the day. Foskorites can be
proud that we took the honour.

Although Frans du Toit High School thanks
everyone who added to the success of the day, a
special word of thanks was given to Suzette
Marnewick and Louise de Jongh who went the extra
mile to make this important day a success.
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Shavathon 2010

The annual Shavathon was held on Friday 5 March and

They really did show all Foskorites what they are made off!

Saturday 6 March. This international event highlights

Well done ladies.

that cancer does not discriminate between the rich or

Chris Masina from the Lab was determined to show the

poor, man or woman, nor the young or elderly.

ladies that he was no coward and took it all off. When the

Everyone is a potential target for this disease.

crowd tried to get him to take off the beard, he drew a very
firm line. Chris, you are applauded for your courage.

The Friday was set aside for the corporates and schools

On the Saturday Foskor staff were on hand at the local

and, as usual, it was not too much to ask of the Foskorites

shopping mall to encourage more people to participate in

to participate in this cause. In their masses many 'braved

this worthy cause, and together with the community raised

the shave', while others went for the 'can’and delighted us

R20 000 for CANSA.

all with colourful hair creations. To the delight of the

Johan Potgieter personally sponsored the cause, and

Foskorites participating, CANSA surprised us with a special

'dared' the MC for the event, Peter Bezuidenhout, to shave

visit and personally thanked everyone for their participation

his hair. After the payment was firmly in the MC's pocket, it

and contribution to the cause. Credit must be given to Elize

was off with his locks!

Potgieter, who is definitely not a head shaving novice, and
Sue Brown, from ICT in Richards Bay. Both ladies were first

With Johan being so keen to

in the queue and took the path of no return.

part with his money, Foskorites
are looking forward to see who
he challenges next year! So,
who will be keen to part with
their hair and take it all off in
2011?
Or should we rather ask, who
will be your target next year
Johan?

Pierre Lombard and Maureen Genis

Johan Potgieter

Who am I?
I came into this world under the astrological sign Pisces, the
water-bearer, in 1984. My mother Makhosi has had a
phenomenal impact on my life, she has ensured that I have
stayed on the right path and taught me to live my motto: “To
make a difference and impact with every opportunity”. This
has allowed me to be fluent in English, Zulu, Xhosa,
seSotho and Tswana.
At the end of my tertiary education I graduated with a BSc
Geology (Honours). Obtaining a Mining Qualifications
Authority (MQA) bursary was a huge personal achievement
that I still mark to this day. My first taste of the reaI working
world was with Venmyn Rand (Pty) Ltd, a mining
consultancy. I joined the ranks of Foskor on March 1 2009 in
the position of geologist-in-training.
In my personal life, I had the opportunity to represent
Durban in the Miss Junior SA 2002 competition which was
held at Sun City. A song that best describes my life is Diva
by Beyonce. The film Dreamgirls is my all time favourite and
I never miss an episode of Keeping up with the
Kardashians. Spending time with my family and watching
movies is my favourite pastime. RnB and house music
getmy feet tapping and I will never turn down a breyani
meal.
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When having sweet dreams I see myself driving a Range
Rover Sport at weekends and making my way to work in an
Audi A3, with holidays in Mauritius. This is something I plan
to make a reality.
My daughter Nolwandle is the most important part of my life
and the sheer joy of bringing her into this world was my
lifetime experience.
Who am I? Find out in next month's issue.

Employee wellbeing, health and lifestyle

In this day and age, many people believe that if they
go to the gym, exercise regularly, and eat a
healthy(ish) diet, then everything will be fine; they will
live long and happy lives. Wrong! There is
(unfortunately) much more to take into consideration
to maintain a healthy, happy lifestyle.
It's all about balance. I know we sound like Oprah
here, but it's true. They key to health and wellness is
four-pronged and each part has to be equally
addressed:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Lifestyle what you put into your body and
what you put it through i.e. smoking, alcohol,
drugs, lack of exercise
Nutrition the food and supplements you put
into your body
Stress management
Emotional health and spiritual wellbeing your
thoughts and beliefs

In order to achieve this utopia, we have to learn to
combine these four levels into our daily lives, both at
home and in the workplace.
How many of you Foskorites know that you're not
quite yet in 'health heaven' but really don't have the
time, or inclination to make the needed changes to get
there? Read on for this edition's lifestyle 'Quick Tips'
aimed at helping you reach, or at least approach, this
paradise!
Quick Tips
•
We all know that smoking is bad for us, but
that doesn't make it any easier to give up the habit.
So, if you really can't give up smoking altogether, try,
at least, to cut down. After all. South African laws are
going the same route as that of the United Kingdom
and you don't want to find yourself desperate for a
'ciggie' in the pub or at a restaurant, but unable to
have one in a public place (or five metres near one)!
You'll also be saving lots of money!
•
Try to impart some wisdom to your children
about the perils of smoking. Rather than telling them,
“You shouldn't smoke; it's bad for your health,” try,
“When you're older and you want to give up smoking,
you'll put on weight like mommy or daddy.”
•
Lots of people like to have a little drink after a
hard day at work to help relax and unwind, but be
sensible about it. Rather share that bottle of wine with
a friend than guzzle the whole lot yourself. Besides,
this will help diffuse two peoples stress in one go!
•
It's the weekend and time to let your hair
down. No work tomorrow. For many people this
means having a few drinks, but for others it means
binge drinking all weekend and turning up for work on
Monday unable to do their job properly. Think before
you drink rather than ending up being at the wrong
end of a disciplinary hearing.

•
Dagga abuse is rife in this country. Besides
being illegal, its continued use can have serious long
term effects on your body. Do you really want to get
brain damage, liver cancer or become sterile because
of it? Remember dagga is at the bottom of the drug
food chain. From here you potentially move to
addiction!
•
Now we're not suggesting that you get up at
the crack of dawn and go running or venture to the
gym before work. In fact, we're suggesting something
far more revolutionary: exercise while you're at work!
While standing or sitting, you can easily clench and
hold your buttocks for five seconds at a time. Try to do
20 at a time and you'll have a derriere that J-Lo and
Beyonce would be envious of.
•
If you see someone at work struggling with
carrying a heavy load, show that you are a good
Foskorite and offer to carry for them. They will think
you are doing a good deed, and you will build up
those biceps! Always remember to bend your knees
when picking up weighty goods.
•
It's Saturday, the shopping malls are jampacked and you need to get those shoes you saw last
week before someone else does. Don't waste time
circling the car park looking for a parking space that is
right outside the entrance. Remember the cost of
petrol, park a little way from the entrance and walk!
•
When your partner complains about you
spending the whole day shopping, explain to them
that it's not retail therapy, its exercise. Walking around
a shopping mall for a whole day is a total body
workout. So now you can spend your weekend
shopping, guilt free.
On a more serious note, if you need help changing
your lifestyle because things have reached a level
where they impact negatively on your home and/or
work life, the Employee Assistance Programme (EAP)
is a free and totally confidential service available to
each and every Foskorite and their immediate family.
A healthy Foskorite is a happy Foskorite. A happy
Foskorite works better than an unhappy one and
when considering that most people spend
approximately 70% of their 'awake' hours at work, it
makes perfect sense for us to have a dedicated team
ready to help you should the need arise.
The EAPs main areas of focus are HIV/AIDS and
related illnesses, disabilities, addiction, stress
management, trauma and financial management.
Look out for more 'Quick Tips' in the May edition of
Focus where we will be 'focusing' on nutrition.
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World Kidney Day

(read on Foskorites, this one is important…..)
The kidneys keep the human body free of toxins and are
one of the most important organs we possess. Despite
this, most people do not give their kidneys a second
thought. It is imperative that you are aware of how to
look after your kidneys and realise that they are key to
maintaining a good quality of life.
World Kidney Day aims to increase awareness of the
kidneys and their function, helping to ensure that you
live a long and fulfilled life. The core function of the
kidneys is to remove waste products and excess water
from the blood. They ensure that the waste our bodies
produce is neutralised or alternatively, safely passed
through our system. They process about 200 litres of
blood every day and produce approximately two litres of
urine.
The kidneys are a pair of bean-shaped organs that lie
on either side of the spine near your lower back. Each
kidney weighs about 115 grams and contains
approximately one million filtering units that flush out
your excess waste.
Healthy kidneys improve the likelihood of a longer and
more vigorous life. The majority of our communities are
not informed of the importance of the kidneys and
therefore do not react when they are faced with early
warning signs. As with all diseases, early detection
increases your chances of a complete recovery.

Prevention is always better than cure, so knowing how
to control your diabetes, cholesterol and blood pressure
are a few ways to help prevent the onset of kidney
problems. Ensuring that you drink enough water during
the day and following a low protein diet will further lower
your risk.

The following are often symptoms of kidney
disease:•
•
•
•
•
•
•

burning sensation or difficulty when urinating
increased frequency of urination
blood in urine
puffiness around the eyes
swelling of hands and feet
pain in the small of back, just below ribs
high blood pressure

It is not necessarily doom and gloom if any of these
symptoms show themselves, but is always best to get
them checked out. A simple blood and/or urine test will
help you with early detection.
For those Foskorites that are not already aware, there
is a dedicated facility at each site where your fears
can be addressed by qualified health practitioners.
Remember, any queries will be dealt with in a strictly
confidential manner. The contact details for your
relevant sites are listed below:-

The leading causes of kidney problems are:•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

diabetes
high blood pressure
high cholesterol
not drinking enough fluids
dehydration
diuretics (water pills taken to pass water
through the body rapidly)
abuse of medication
heroin
HIV/Aids

PHALABORWA

RICHARDS BAY

William Osburne

Sister Werner

011 429 1114

035 902 3287

082 886 6047

035 902 3146

wosburn@clinix.co.za

helenw@foskor.co.za

“Lifestyle plays a
major part in
longevity
health is more
important
than wealth”
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- No matter which path you are
Kaizen creator and Baobab Journey taking the end result is the same!
At Foskor, we continuously strive to improve our current practices and procedures to empower all Foskorites to meet
future challenges. In reaching this goal, it is imperative that certain milestones are accomplished on the journey.
To achieve, and exceed, these objectives both the Phalaborwa and Richards Bay sites have identified unique
initiatives and set goals to achieve within these. Phalaborwa is embarking on the aptly named 'Baobab Journey',
while Richards Bay is forming a 'Kaizen and Innovations' team.

The Baobab Journey

The Kaizen Creator

Phalaborwa first embarked on the Baobab Journey in
September 2009. The Journey, in the long-term,
focuses on the continuous improvement of employee
productivity, as well as production.
The philosophy of the Baobab Journey is that healthy
relationships in the working environment are crucial to
the efficiency, creativity and effectiveness of Foskor
and Foskorites alike. This journey should unleash and
nourish the potential of all employees and create
teams whereby together, you walk the same path and
reach the desired outcome.
The Journey, like the Baobab tree, has numerous
facets. Each one of these brings to light the
magnificence of this philosophy as an example to all
taking this road.

Kaizen is a Japanese word meaning improvement or
to change for the better. This philosophy focuses on
the continuous improvement of existing processes.
When used in a business sense, Kaizen refers to
activities that continually improve all functions, and
involves all employees
=KAI=CHANGE
from the CEO down. By
improving on existing
=ZEN=GOOD
processes, Kaizen aims to
(FOR THE BETTER)
eliminate waste.

This tree has discovered the secret of sustainability
and lives for thousands of years allowing all facets of
life to share in its wealth. It is not only a resource but
a meeting place for many to discuss community
matters. It is a symbol of endurance, conservation,
creativity, ingenuity, dialogue, vitality and longevity.
As the Baobab withstands devastating droughts, it is
still able to, not only survive, but endure the weight of
its far reaching branches. In the
same way, we can ask ourselves,
“What makes my work hard?”
Using the teachings of the
Baobab Journey as a tool, a
positive solution can be inspired.
“To work smarter, not harder”, and
the elimination of barriers, make our
work that much simpler.
The Journey is facilitated by the Continuous
Improvement Department who, through focus groups,
will find viable ways in which to support, enable and
maximise the potential of all Foskorites and the
systems in which they work.
“The only way to discover the limits of the possible is
to go beyond them into the impossible“
Arthur C. Clark

=KAIZEN
= CONTINUAL
IMPROVEMENT

The aim is for all
Foskorites to adopt the
Kaizen philosophy into their daily work. This is a
process that, when mastered, can humanise the
workplace. It can also eliminate overly hard work, and,
most importantly, teach people how to work outside of
their comfort zone, thus enabling them to improve
within their core job function.
As with the Kaizen principle, each and every Foskorite
is responsible for continuous improvements; a cooperative spirit amongst all Foskorites is necessary to
secure success.
A Kaizen committee will be set up consisting of
Foskorites from across the board. The committee
members will meet with individuals and small teams,
and brainstorming sessions will be instigated. During
these sessions, Foskorites will be given the tools
needed to assist them with their creativity, and the
ability to think and talk freely. All suggestions made
during these sessions will be put before the
committee, who will evaluate them and look at their
viability. Once these have been approved, the
changes can be adopted and implemented into the
workplace.
The Baobab Journey
in Phalaborwa

The Kaizen Creator
in Richards Bay

Wimpie van den Berg

Chris Masina

015 789 2570

035 902 3200

wimpievdb@foskor.co.za

chrisma@foskor.co.za
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Are you a good South African

Our Courier Being a
good South African
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Social Networking - and your child

In this day and age, social networks such as
Facebook and Mixit form a large part of our
children's lives. These have become a cost effective
way for them to communicate with their friends. All
being well, this is the modern way of doing things.
Unfortunately this also brings to light that there are
predators that use these means of communication
to meet potential victims. Children often see things
at face value and unfortunately it is often too late
when they realise that evil is lurking.
An example of this trust was recently seen in the
United Kingdom. Although this story is tragic, it is
with hope that it is used as an example to others.
In September 2009, a 32-year old man called Peter
Chapman opened a profile on Facebook. His profile
indicated that he was 19-years old and named Peter
Cartwright. He posted photographs of a handsome
young man to lure young teenager girls.
Ashleigh Hall, who was 17, became his Facebook
friend. She thought that she has made friends with a
young man she could have a relationship with. A
couple of weeks later, after talking daily on
Facebook, they arranged a date and place to meet.
Ashleigh did not let any of her friends or family know
she was meeting the boy she thought was Peter
Cartwright. He told her that his father would be
collecting her. She therefore did not at any time feel
threatened when she was climbed into the car with
a balding older man. In fact she sent a text
message to Peter Cartwright saying that his father
had arrived. She was on her way to meet her dream
date.
Within 40 minutes of getting in the car, she was
murdered.
After Peter Chapman was arrested it came to light
that he had 2 981 young girls listed as friends on
Facebook. On the day that Ashleigh was murdered
another 100 had accepted him as a friend.

If your children are actively using these social
networks, keep the following tips in mind:
1.
2.
3.

4.

Ensure you know who your child is
chatting to
Do not allow them to have their own
passwords to their networking sites
When posting pictures, ensure that they
are not wearing their school uniform.
This could be vital information to a
predator
When leaving messages on the site, they
should never give out information that
they are home alone, going to a specific
shopping centre, etc.

Like all things in life, there are the risks. Ensure that
your children are safe by educating them on using
these sites safely and monitoring their use of them
as much as possible.
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Woman at Mining

- A day in the life of... Fundi Dlangalala

Who is Fundi?
I am a well-rounded Zulu lady who is fun-loving and enjoys the good
humour of family, friends and colleagues.
Fashion is something I really enjoy, from watching it on TV to reading
about it in a magazine. And of course… shopping! Travelling is also
becoming a passion.
I am currently a mining engineer in training and a candidate in the
Management Development Programme at Foskor.
What are your favourite things?
First off, my shoes and handbags. Not forgetting the new set of golf clubs I
recently acquired.
Share with us what you keep in your handbag?
I thought a woman should never tell! [Laughs]. I always have lip gloss,
hand lotion, tissues, a mirror and my purse.
What do you most like to do for fun?
I spend time at a spa, sing along to songs and occasionally, have real fun
with friends in Jo'burg.
Share your life philosophy:
‘Let go and let God.' Stop clinging onto people or things that weigh you
down and interfere with God's plan for your life. You quickly discover your
life's purpose once you let go.
What makes you smile about life?
My family - they are my haven. God has blessed me with five individuals:
my parents, two sisters and a brother.These five people continue to love
me unconditionally, no matter my flaws.
What are your hobbies?
Reading health magazines, watching TV and being alone with my
thoughts. Being passionate about what I do, that is the epitome of success.
Who motivates or inspires you?
My parents, who came from humble beginnings to becoming
accomplished. They have remained humble and always ready to lend a
helping hand.
One dream for the future:
To spread a wealth of education through an organisation that will give
deserving disadvantaged children access to good education. The
beneficiaries must pledge to pay it forward and, in this way, we can weave
a network of empowered South Africans.
What impact do you want to make in your current role?
I want to show that each person is the writer of their own life script. I learn
everyday as a trainee and I try to go the extra mile in delivering on any task
given to me, no matter the significance.
One motivator for you to stay at Foskor:
The future prospects of endless possibilities.
Thank you message from Fundi:
If I may, I would like to take the opportunity to thank my mentor and
Management, Mining and HRD for their contribution in making the previous
year worthwhile for me.
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Mining is not a glamorous job,
but one can always do it
with glamour and poise.

Staff News

New Appointments
Andile Salani Baloi
Francis Christopher Donnelly
Zakiel Govela
Mantsadi Lucia Kgoete
Lufuno Kutuma
Douglas Khashane Mabushe
Tlhologelo Eldah Maile
Simon Moraka Makgato
Mogoboya Leonard Malatji
Mokgadi Olivia Maphutha
Teleki Eva Maroga
Nikiwe Dimakatso Mashego

Welcome Foskorites

Qinimuzi Victor Mathebula
Leeroy Nyiko Moila

On The Move

Maidi Provia Monyela
Mmopo Job Motau
Reason Mula

Again hard work and dedication has paid off. Congratulations to Maria
Zulu who has been promoted to Senior Group Administrator in the
Human Capital Department.

Nkateko Success Martina Ndhlovu
Makwena Martin Phadu
Moloko Moses Pilusa
Desire Ramoshaba
Lengala Lucky Rapholte
Ntsako Phanue Rikhotso

Well Wishes

Sekgothe Cassius Sekoati
Refilwe Doctor Selowa
Michael Khashane Shayi

Happy birthday Rorisang

Nyepe John Joseph Sono

Abby and Dorothy Ledwaba were gleaming with pride at yet another milstone
achieved by their son Rorisang's first birthday on April 8. The day was
celebrated with family and friends.

Thabane Dlamini

Happy birthday and wishing you many, many more.

Bongani Ernest Mthethwa

Charlton Romark George
Stephen Mbongo
Thobani Wisdom Mthethwa

.

Njabulo Phiwe Ncube
Una Van Jaarsveld
Njabulo Wiseman Zondi

Terminations
Mxolisi Anton Dlamini
Eric de la Harpe Gerber
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From the press

02 Apr 2010
MININGWEEKLY.CO.ZA - MINING
WEEKLY New Bateman head upbeat? About project outlook
MARTIN CREAMER
02 Apr 2010
ZULULAND OBSERVER (Friday)
John Ross Highway tobetolled P.3
DAVE SAVIDES
02 Apr 2010
ZULULAND OBSERVER (Friday)
ZULULAND OBSERVER (Friday) P.47 HENRY HARIBANS
29 Mar 2010
ZULULAND OBSERVER (Monday)
Foskor F21 race for big bucks P.31
02 Apr 2010
Knocking P.10

MINING WEEKLY Opportunity Is
MARTIN CREAMER

09 Apr 2010
CAPE TIMES
contact with young Africans P.10

Making intimate
ROBERT MORRELL

10 Apr 2010
RESEARCHCHANNEL.CO.ZA RESEARCH CHANNEL
Development Corporation reports
excellent results
MARTIN CZERNOWALOW
12 Apr 2010
RESEARCHCHANNEL.CO.ZA RESEARCH CHANNEL
Foskor buys into Nigerian
fertiliser plant
31 Mar 2010
BAY WATCH
Enter this year’s F21
P.21
05 Apr 2010
ZULULAND OBSERVER (Monday)
Relax on the road P.2
Dave Savides
05 Apr 2010
ZULULAND OBSERVER (Monday)
Time to race for big bucks P.21
12 Apr 2010
RESEARCHCHANNEL.CO.ZA - RESEARCH
CHANNEL Sasol agrees to higher R250m fine after more fertiliser
breaches are u
TERENCE CREAMER
02 Apr 2010
P.13

UMLOZI WEZINDABA CROCODILE ROCKS

01 Mar 2010
NOORDWES NUUS
gemeenskap betrokke P.4

NWK/Omnia in

01 Apr 2010

Plan Your P.36

MODERN ATHLETE

12 Apr 2010
ZULULAND OBSERVER (Monday)
John Ross upgrade moves ahead P.4 Dave Savides
12 Apr 2010
ZULULAND OBSERVER (Monday)
ZULULAND OBSERVER (Monday) P.25
Chanleigh Mason
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14 Apr 2010
action
P.2

BAY WATCH
Dave Savides

Gas leak triggers

14 Apr 2010
P.16

BAY WATCH

ALL EYES ON THE BAY

